Is Learning With Elaborative Interrogation Less Desirable When Learners Are Depleted?
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When learning with elaborative interrogation, learners are requested by means of prompts to generate parts of the study material. There is evidence, that learning with elaborative interrogation is beneficial. However, it is conceivable that for elaborative interrogation to be beneficial for learning, learners also need resources available to be able to correctly generate parts of the study material. In this connection, one potentially important factor for successfully carrying out such effortful analytic processes, like generating information, is cognitive self-control. However, self-control seems to be a limited resource that can be depleted. Hence, under conditions of depleted self-regulatory resources (ego depletion), elaborative interrogation might lead to an incomplete generation of the requested information, resulting in incomplete study material. Thus, elaborative interrogation may be only beneficial under nondepleted conditions, but disadvantageous under depleted conditions. To investigate this, 97 persons were randomly assigned to one of four conditions resulting from a $2 \times 2$ between-subjects design with the independent variables ego depletion (yes vs. no) and learning condition (elaborative interrogation vs. control). Ego depletion was manipulated with a writing task: Participants were instructed to transcribe a text on a blank sheet, but only participants in the depletion condition were instructed to omit the letters e and n wherever they would normally appear in their writing. For the elaborative interrogation condition, some segments of the regular text were removed and prompts asking for that particular information were provided. For the control condition, the regular text was provided while no prompts were given. The main dependent variables were the learning outcome measures of a retention test and a transfer test. $2 \times 2$-ANCOVAs showed no effects of ego depletion, no effects of learning condition and no interaction between ego depletion and learning condition – neither for retention nor for transfer. The concept of ego depletion is recently discussed controversy and these results do contribute to the skeptical view that queries the impact of the concept of ego depletion – at least for cognitive tasks. Moreover, these results question whether elaborative interrogation are also desirable when assessing learning outcomes by means of retention and transfer tests.
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INTRODUCTION

Overall, and as emphasized in different theoretical frameworks of learning and instruction, there is a general agreement that learners need to be actively involved in the learning process for gaining a better understanding of the instructional material (e.g., Chi, 2009; Mayer, 2009; Sweller et al., 2011). Unfortunately, however, learners do not necessarily actively engage by putting effort in processing instructional material. Fortunately, there are several established or promising instructional strategies to overcome this shallow processing (for overviews see Bjork and Bjork, 2011; Roediger and Pyc, 2012; Dunlosky et al., 2013; Fiorella and Mayer, 2016). One global type of strategy is based on introducing challenges. Such instructional strategies that aim at a better understanding of a content by making initial learning more difficult for a learner, can be subsumed to the framework of desirable difficulties (cf. Bjork, 1994; Bjork and Bjork, 2011). To this framework belong conditions where parts of the information have to be generated by a learner (Bjork and Bjork, 2011). This is the case for an instructional intervention called elaborative interrogation (cf. McCrudden and Schraw, 2007; McCrudden, 2011; Dunlosky et al., 2013): Instead of providing the complete instructional material to learners, with elaborative interrogation learners are prompted by questions to generate parts of the instructional material (cf. Dunlosky et al., 2013). These prompts promote explanatory inferences by asking learners questions that relate to relevant aspects of the contents (McCrudden and Schraw, 2007; McCrudden, 2011). Since generating parts of the contents may be perceived as more difficult than simply reading the contents (Bjork and Bjork, 2011; Navratil and Kühl, 2019), it may reduce overconfidence in the learning success (Berthold and Renkl, 2010; Bjork et al., 2013; Kühl et al., 2018). Moreover, generating parts of the contents requires a higher degree of effortful and analytic processing of information than simply receiving the complete study material. Therefore, it is expected that learners will also better concentrate and invest more mental effort when they need to generate parts of the contents, thereby processing the content more deeply. This in turn is supposed to result in a better comprehension of the learning contents (Craik and Lockhart, 1972).

In a similar way, the potential benefit of elaborative interrogation may also be explained against the backdrop of generative learning theories (cf. Wittrock, 1974; Chi, 2009; Fiorella and Mayer, 2016). Roughly summarized, according to generative learning theories, learners need to make sense of the presented information by actively engaging with the information, so that a meaningful learning to occur. Referring to Fiorella and Mayer (2016); see also Mayer, 2009), this goal can be achieved by generative processes of organizing the information into a coherent mental model and integrating the information with prior knowledge. Elaborative interrogation may require from learners to invest mental effort to actively carry out these generative processes, which in the end should lead to better learning outcomes compared to control conditions that do not have to generate information.

When considering the research about the effectiveness of elaborative interrogation on learning outcomes, there is overall generally a positive effect (cf. Roediger and Pyc, 2012; Dunlosky et al., 2013). Thereby, as pointed out by Dunlosky et al. (2013), in the majority of studies learning outcomes were assessed by factual knowledge questions such as cued recall, matching tasks and recognition tasks. Though, only a few studies assessed open free-recall tests and even fewer studies used measures that reflect a deeper understanding of the content, that are for instance reflected in transfer tests (cf. Dunlosky et al., 2013). However, since we consider these latter measures as especially important in educational contexts, they were in the focus of the current study.

It is conceivable that for elaborative interrogation to be beneficial for learning, learners also need resources available to be able to correctly generate parts of the study material as it usually involves effortful analytic reasoning. In this connection, one potentially important factor is controlled attention and information processing, that is, cognitive self-control (Schmeichel et al., 2003). Such controlled cognitive processes refer to the active, conscious, and relatively effortful cognitive engagement while working on a problem (i.e., the operations of System 2; see the next paragraph). Cognitive control seems to be a limited resource that can be depleted, which will be explicated in the following.

Cognitive control (or self-control) can be conceptualized as being integrated in dual process theories of information processing (Hofmann et al., 2009; Bertrams et al., 2015). A central assumption in these theories is that there are two systems (or types) of information processing (Evans, 2008; Morewedge and Kahneman, 2010): System 1 refers to the automatic, fast, and mostly unconscious and effortless operations of associative memory; it generates impressions, intuitions and response tendencies. In contrast, the operations of System 2 are slower, mostly conscious, and effortful. It monitors, sometimes rejects and sometimes modifies and makes explicit the response tendencies generated by System 1. Higher order thinking processes that require controlled attention and information processing, such as analytic reasoning, are assumed to be dependent on the activation of System 2 (Evans, 2008). In this respect, the posed demands of effortful cognitive processing when learning with elaborative interrogation would require the mobilization of System 2. Bertrams et al. (2015) argued that the mobilization of System 2 may be less likely when individuals’ resources for cognitive control are momentarily depleted compared to being intact. Their rationale was based on theory and research considering self-control as a limited resource (Baumeister et al., 1998; for a review, see Baumeister and Vohs, 2016). Applying a two-task paradigm, it has been demonstrated that people perform lower in subsequent tasks that require self-control when they already had exercised some kind of self-control in an unrelated preceding task compared to a control group without initial self-control demands. A variety of tasks that involve some form of self-control have been used to manipulate as well as to measure self-control. For instance, suppressing any emotional response while watching a humorous video caused less persistence in solving anagrams, a cognitive task that requires to keep up effort despite multiple initial failures (Baumeister et al., 1998). In another study Schmeichel (2007), inhibiting predominant writing tendencies led to lower
performance in a working memory task that needed controlled updating of information (reverse digit span task). This pattern was interpreted such that self-control (including controlled information processing) is based on a limited resource akin to strength and can temporarily be depleted (Baumeister et al., 1998; Schmeichel et al., 2003; Schmeichel, 2007). The state of a momentarily depleted self-control resource has been coined ego depletion (Baumeister et al., 1998). The processes underlying this observable ego depletion effect are still under discussion (Baumeister and Vohs, 2016), however, the main issue for the present research is that initial self-control demands can cause decrements in controlled cognitive processes associated with System 2 and, thus, impair the momentary ability to reason in an analytical way. There is ample evidence from different labs for the detrimental effect of ego depletion on System 2 operations (e.g., Schmeichel et al., 2003; Masicampo and Baumeister, 2008; Furley et al., 2013; Pohl et al., 2013, however, see Singh and Göritz, 2018 for recent null results). Very recently, two preregistered and highly powered experiments revealed that self-control exercised on a writing task caused reduced attention control, which is a crucial ingredient of controlled information processing such as reasoning (Garrison et al., 2018).

Summing up, compared to learning with the complete study material, learners may rely to an even higher degree to an effortful and analytic processing of information when learning with elaborative interrogation, where parts of the study material have to be generated. Hence, to successfully work with elaborative interrogation, learners need available resources so that an effortful processing can occur. If an adequate processing of information is impaired by means of ego depletion, learners may not be able to correctly generate parts of the study material, also leading to incomplete study material. Hence, under conditions of ego depletion, it is conceivable that learning with elaborative interrogation might be rather disadvantageous compared to providing the complete study material. To conclude, the potential benefits of elaborative interrogation might particularly unfold in learners (Hypothesis 4b). Also, we assumed that learning with elaborative interrogation would be perceived as more difficult and reduce overconfidence (lower feeling of success) in learners (Hypothesis 4a) and that learning with elaborative interrogation would be perceived as more difficult and less successful when learners were depleted compared to nondepleted learners (Hypothesis 4b).

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Participants and Design**

Ninety-seven persons (96 university students from a German University; one person indicated that she did not study) participated for course credit or sweets. They were randomly assigned to one of four conditions that resulted from a 2 × 2 between-subject design with ego depletion (yes vs. no) and learning condition (elaborative interrogation vs. control) as independent variables. One person indicated that he took already part in a study with the topic of the current study; these data were omitted from further analyses. Of the remaining 96 persons (M = 21.76 years, SD = 2.05), 56 were female and 40 were male.

An ethics approval by means of an ethical board was not mandatory, neither by the University’s guidelines nor by national regulations in Germany. Nevertheless, there are ethical guidelines of the German Psychological Society’s (DGPs; 2004, CIII) and the whole conducted experiment followed the rules set by these ethical guidelines. All subjects were aware of taking part in research. Before starting the experiment, each participant received a written informed consent, where they were informed about the possibility of quitting the experiment with no repercussions or disadvantage at any time. All participants signed the informed consent and allowed us to use their collected data anonymously for research purposes.

**Ego Depletion Task**

The task to manipulate ego depletion was a writing task that was identical applied in previous research (e.g., Bertrams et al., 2013, 2015) to induce ego depletion: All participants were instructed to transcribe a text (which was presented on a computer screen) on a blank sheet within a limited amount of time. The text was about the history of the city Mannheim (in which the University is located where the present study took place) and the given time for writing was 6 min. Participants in the nondepleted conditions were instructed to transcribe the regular text, whereas participants in the depletion conditions were instructed to omit the letters e and n wherever they would normally appear in their writing (e., in the depletion condition, the word Mannheim had to be written Mahim). Note that the letters e and n are the two most frequent letters in German, so participants had to suppress their well-learned writing habits in order to perform the task.
correctly. This procedure was also used as a manipulation for ego depletion in prior work, where it had a detrimental effect on the secondary task (e.g., Bertrams et al., 2015; Dummel and Rummel, 2016; Lindner et al., 2017; Schmeichel, 2007), even though this effect admitted not always that straightforward (e.g., Wolff et al., 2019).

**Instructional Material**

The instructional material dealt with the topic how airplanes achieve lift. It was adapted from Mautone and Mayer (2001) and modified. At this, the modified version was based on the instructional material used by Eitel and Kühl (2016). The instructional material was distributed among five computerized pages and presented online via the web-based software Unipark1. On the first page, the topic was introduced without providing much information that was relevant for the subsequent test. On the second page, the shape of the wing was described. Based upon that, the airflow speed above and below the wing was explained on page 3. Page 4 dealt with the pressure above and below the wing (as a result of the different airflow speed) and the corresponding uplift. Page 5 was not essential to understand how an airplane achieves lift; it was solely described that a wing needs to be long and robust to lift the weight of an airplane. The first four pages contained each a picture and corresponding text, while the last page solely contained text.

All participants read the same instruction, namely that they would on the following pages learn something about why a plane is flying and that they would afterward receive a knowledge test. For the control condition, the regular text was provided while no prompts were given. The regular text consisted of 327 words (page 1: 53 words; page 2: 39 words; page 3: 84 words; page 4: 92 words; page 5: 59 words). For the elaborative interrogation condition, on page two, three, and four some segments of the regular text were each removed and prompts asking for that particular information were each provided at the bottom of a page. Participants had to type their answers to the questions of the prompts on the computer in a blank field, which was located below the prompt. An example for both conditions is given in Figure 1. Pages one and five, which were not essential for the topic how airplanes achieve lift, were identical with the control condition. The text for the elaborative interrogation conditions contained 209 words (page 1: 53 words; page 2: 14 words; page 3: 42 words; page 4: 41 words; page 5: 59 words). The formulation of the prompts on page 2 contained 32 words, on page 3 it contained 55 words and on page 4 it contained 44 words. Overall, the number of words was comparable between the two learning conditions (327 words or 340 words, respectively). Note that while the instructional material for the control condition was used in the same way in a previous study (Eitel and Kühl, 2016; fluent condition), this was the first time that the elaborative interrogation manipulation for this material was implemented.

Participants controlled the learning environment by pressing a “next”-button to go on to the next page or a “backward”-button to go to the previous page. When participants pressed the “next”-button at the last page of the instructional material, a new page appeared that informed participants that if they press the “next”-button, the learning phase would end. Participants had the opportunity to press a “backward”-button to go back to the instructional material.

**Measures**

The measures consisted of a participant questionnaire, a three-item manipulation check concerning the manipulation of ego depletion, answers to the prompts (for the elaborative interrogation conditions), subjective ratings of the learning phase, a knowledge test and a study questionnaire. Moreover, the time participants had spent on each computerized page was logged.

**Participant Questionnaire**

The participant questionnaire asked on the one hand for demographic data (sex, age, field of study, semester of study, final school exam grade, whether German is the mother language and if not, since when the participant speaks German). Moreover, it asked for participants’ self-reported prior knowledge as well as experience with flying. These self-report measures are commonly applied for the used instructional material (cf. Mautone and Mayer, 2001; see also McCrudden et al., 2009; Eitel and Kühl, 2016). Concerning self-rated prior knowledge, participants had to rate their knowledge about the mechanics of flying by two questions [each on a five-point scale ranging from 1 (very low) to 5 (very high)]; “Please rate how much knowledge you have of airplane mechanics.” and “Please rate how much knowledge you have of how airplanes achieve lift.” These two items were summed up to one score (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.83). Moreover, participants had to check mark, whether each of the following six statements would apply for them: “I have flown on a commercial airline”; “I have flown in a noncommercial plane”; “I have sat next to someone while they were flying a plane”; “I have had some instruction to do with aviation”; “I have taken flying lessons”; and “I have flown a plane” (cf. Mautone and Mayer, 2001, p. 380). Participants were awarded one point for each check mark. Surprisingly, three persons indicated that they already have taken flying lessons as well as flown a plane.

**Manipulation Check**

The manipulation check consisted of three items (“How effortful did you find the writing task?”, “How difficult did you find it to execute the writing task?”, and “How much did you suppress your usual writing behavior?”), that were also applied in other studies (e.g., Dummel and Rummel, 2016; Englert and Bertrams, 2016; Lindner et al., 2017). These three items were presented at the computer and had to be rated on a Likert scales ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very). The three items were summed up to one score (Cronbach’s alpha = 0.72)2.

---

1www.unipark.com

2We did not assess momentary exhaustion with additional items in order to not explicitly influence the participants toward behaving exhausted in the subsequent task. Please also note that the ego depletion literature does not claim that the subjective experience of exhaustion is necessary for the ego depletion effect to be effective.
Students’ Subjective Ratings

Students’ subjective ratings concerning the learning phase were assessed by the items mental effort (“How much mental effort did you invest to understand the contents?”), difficulty (“How difficult was it for you to learn with the material?”), concentration (“How much did you concentrate during learning?”) and feeling of success (“What do you think: How successful will you be in answering a knowledge test?”). These items had to be rated on a seven-point Likert-scale ranging from 1 (not at all) to 7 (very much) and were presented at the computer.

Answers to the Elaborative Interrogation

For those participants that received the prompts, the answers to the three elaborative interrogation prompts were scored according to a predefined coding scheme by assessing how many of the core idea units are included in a participant’s answer. Each correctly mentioned core idea unit was awarded one point. The achieved points of the three answers were summed up to one score (maximum score: 7 points). The answers to the elaborative interrogation were scored by two independent raters who were blind to experimental conditions (i.e., with respect to the manipulation of ego depletion). Interrater reliability (two-way random effects, consistency intraclass correlation, average measure) was very good, ICC = 0.97. The final score was calculated by the arithmetic mean of the scoring of the raters.

Knowledge Test

The knowledge test was adapted from Mautone and Mayer (2001). It consisted of one retention question and four transfer questions. For the retention question, students were asked to write down as much as they can remember about how airplanes achieve lift within 4 min. For each of the four transfer questions, participants had to apply the contents of the instructional material to new problems or scenarios. The four transfer questions were the following (cf. Eitel and Kühl, 2016). (1) “How could an airplane be designed to achieve lift more rapidly?” (2) “Ailerons are flaps on the rear edge of an airplane wing which the pilot can move up or down. Explain how ailerons affect a plane’s altitude.” For each of the four transfer questions, participants were given 2.5 min.

According to a coding scheme, the retention question was scored by assessing how many of the core idea units are included in a participant’s answer (cf. Mautone and Mayer, 2001; Eitel and Kühl, 2016, pp. 381–382). For instance, students received one point when they wrote that the upper surface of the wing is more curved (or longer); or they received one point when they wrote that the airflow around the upper surface of the wing is faster. Overall, there were nine core idea units (max. score achieved by a student: 6.5 points). For each transfer question, there was also a list of possible correct answers that was adapted and slightly revised from Mautone and Mayer (2001, pp. 381–382). One point was awarded for each correct answer to a transfer question and the final score for transfer was determined by summing up the points from all four transfer questions.

Acceptable answers for transfer questions 1 (how a plane could be redesigned to achieve lift more rapidly) were for instance, (a) to curve the top surface of the wing more (also, increase the surface area of the top of wing, or make the top of the wing shorter), (b) to flatten the bottom of the wing more (also, decrease the surface area of the bottom of the wing, or make the bottom of the wing shorter), (c) to increase the air speed over the top of wing, (d) to decrease the airspeed under the bottom of wing, (e) to lower the pressure on the top of the wing, (f) to increase the pressure under the wing, (g) to increase the dispersion of air above the wing, or (h) to concentrate more air under the bottom of the wing. Acceptable responses to the remaining questions followed similar guidelines. For example, some possible acceptable answers for Question 2 (why wing design would prevent a plane from achieving lift) included: (a) to curve the top surface of the wing less (also, decrease the surface area of the top of wing, or make the top of the wing longer), (b) to design a wing that is too short). Acceptable responses for the Question 3 (how a helicopter achieves lift)...
included: (a) the top surface of the blade is more curved or the bottom is flatter than the top, or (b) the air over the top of the blades flows faster than the air under the blades. Some examples of acceptable responses for Question 4 (the effect of aileron position) included: (a) to curve the top surface of the wing more so that the air on the top of the wing moves faster; (b) to curve the top surface of the wing less so that the air on the top of the wing moves slower; (c) to curve the top surface of the wing more so that the pressure on the top of the wing decreases; (d) to curve the top surface of the wing less so that the pressure on the top of the wing decreases; (e) to curve the bottom of the wing more so that the air under the wing moves slower; et cetera. The maximum transfer score that was achieved by a student was 14 points. The retention question and the four transfer questions were each rated by two independent raters who were blind to the experimental conditions. Interrater reliability (two-way random effects, consistency intraclass correlation, average measure) was acceptable for both retention, ICC = 0.88, and transfer, ICC = 0.86. The final score for each test was calculated by the arithmetic mean of the scoring of the raters.

The knowledge test was not designed to differentiate between concepts that were asked in the prompts and concepts that were described identically in the text of both learning conditions. Rather, the correct answers for the retention and transfer questions largely addressed what was subject to the manipulation of the learning conditions, meaning that they mainly referred to concepts that were asked by the prompts in the elaborative interrogation condition (and exclusively provided by the text for the control condition, respectively). For instance, eight of the nine core idea units of the retention test were asked by the prompts of the elaborative interrogation conditions. Hence, when analyzing the knowledge test, we did not differentiate between concepts that were asked in the prompts and concepts that were described identically in the text of both learning conditions. Note that even when constructing such differentiated knowledge scores post hoc, the pattern of results would not change for the reported analyses below.

Study Questionnaire
Participants had to indicate whether they already took part in a study about how airplanes achieve lift (yes or no) and if so, how well they could remember the content (on a five point scale from 1 = very bad to 5 = very good). One participant stated to already have taken part and to remember the contents in a good way (value = 4), and this participant was excluded from data analyses (see section Participants and Design). Participants also had to indicate, whether they already took the writing task in another study (yes or no). At this, 14 participants reported to already have taken the writing task. Moreover, participants were asked whether they had during the study an assumption about the purpose of the study, and if so what they think the purpose was. Also they were asked whether they have any comments about the study. Participants could type their answers to the latter two questions in a blank field on the computer. Eight participants had partly correct assumptions about the purpose of the study concerning the manipulation of ego depletion.

Learning Time
Via the web-based software Unipark, the time participants had spent on each computerized page is logged. Thereby, even though it was not in our initial focus, we could retrace and calculate the time participants had spent with the instructional material. It should be noted though, that due to the web-based character, these data may be somewhat imprecise and rather a rough estimate of the time learners actually spend with the instructional material.

Procedure
The experiment took place in a laboratory at the University of Mannheim, Germany. Before starting the experimental procedure, the experimenter obtained informed consent from each participant. Participants were then seated in cubicles and tested in groups from one to six persons per session. First participants received the participant questionnaire. Thereafter, the task concerning the ego depletion manipulation was given for 6 min, followed by the ego depletion manipulation check. Then participants could start working with the instructional material without any time restriction. When participants ended working with the instructional material, they received the items for the subjective ratings of the learning phase. Then they started with the knowledge test. Participants were asked to wear headphones while completing the paper-based knowledge test. At this, a voice from the computer signaled participants to go to the next task. Additionally, the number of the task they were working on was presented on the computer screen. Participants were told that after the time ended for a task, they had to stop writing. In case participants finished a task before the time ended, they were not allowed to start with the next task. After the knowledge test, participants received the study questionnaire. Thereafter, they received sweets and/or course credit and were thanked for participation. The study took place in the context of a research based project seminar (bachelor course Psychology) and was organized by a group of five psychology students, who recruited participants and conducted the study as instructors.

RESULTS
Firstly, it was checked whether the manipulation of ego depletion was successful and whether participants possessed similar prerequisites (self-rated prior knowledge and experience with flying) in the four experimental conditions. Thereafter, the dependent variables manipulation check, subjective ratings of the learning phase, learning outcomes, and study time were analyzed by 2 × 2-AN(C)OVAs with the independent variables ego depletion (yes vs. no) and learning condition (elaborative interrogation vs. control condition). The dependent variable performance in answering elaborative interrogation was analyzed by a one-factorial ANCOVA with the independent variable ego depletion, since only participants in the condition elaborative interrogation received these questions. Means and standard deviations of the assessed variables are presented in Table 1.
Control Variables
For the control variables experience with flying, a two-factorial ANOVA with the independent variables ego depletion and learning condition revealed neither a main effect of ego depletion, $F(1, 92) = 0.85, p = 0.36$, nor a main effect of learning condition, $F(1, 92) = 0.49, p = 0.49$, nor an interaction, $F(1, 92) = 0.03, p = 0.86$. For self-rated prior knowledge concerning how planes fly, a two-factorial ANOVA revealed also no significant main effect of learning condition, $F(1, 92) = 0.23, p = 0.63$, and no interaction, $F(1, 92) = 0.10, p = 0.76$, but a significant main effect of ego depletion, $F(1, 92) = 4.07, p = 0.046, \eta^2_p = 0.042$, with participants in the ego depletion conditions rating their prior knowledge as higher than learners in the nondepleted conditions. Thus, conditions cannot be considered equal with respect to this potentially important variable. Therefore, self-rated prior knowledge was used as a covariate in the analyses of all dependent variables that are related to the topic of how planes fly (i.e., for all other variables with the exception of the manipulation check). Note that we also controlled for all assessed demographic data, whether conditions could be considered as equal. This was the case.

Manipulation Check
A two-factorial ANOVA for the score of the manipulation check items revealed no main effect of learning condition, $F(1, 92) = 0.04, p = 0.84$, and no interaction, $F(1, 92) = 0.56, p = 0.46$. However, participants in the depleted conditions stated that the task was more demanding than participants in the nondepleted conditions, $F(1, 92) = 58.41, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.388$, indicating that the manipulation worked.

Subjective Ratings of the Learning Phase
For mental effort, a $2 \times 2$-ANCOVA revealed no main effect of ego depletion, $F(1, 91) = 1.76, p = 0.19, \eta^2_p = 0.019$, and no interaction, $F(1, 91) = 0.62, p = 0.43$, but a main effect of learning condition, with learners in the elaborative interrogation condition stating to have invested more mental effort than learners in the control condition $F(1, 91) = 4.68, p = 0.03, \eta^2_p = 0.049$. This result for effort is not in line with our assumption of an interaction of ego depletion and learning condition (Hypothesis 3). For feeling of success, the $2 \times 2$-ANCOVA revealed no significant main effect for ego depletion, $F(1, 91) = 1.73, p = 0.19, \eta^2_p = 0.019$, no significant main effect for learning condition, $F(1, 91) = 1.21, p = 0.28, \eta^2_p = 0.013$, and no interaction, $F(1, 91) = 1.00, p = 0.32$. For difficulty, the $2 \times 2$-ANCOVA revealed no effect of learning condition $F(1, 91) = 0.11, p = 0.72$ and no interaction, $F(1, 91) = 0.04, p = 0.85$, but a main effect of ego depletion, $F(1, 91) = 4.17, p = 0.04, \eta^2_p = 0.044$: Surprisingly, learners in the depleted conditions found learning less difficult than learners in the nondepleted conditions. These results for feeling of success and difficulty contradict our assumptions (Hypotheses 4a and 4b). The covariate was neither significantly related to effort, $F(1, 91) = 1.67, p = 0.20, \eta^2_p = 0.018$, nor to difficulty, $F(1, 91) = 0.01, p = 0.92$. However the covariate was significantly related to feeling of success, $F(1, 91) = 12.15, p = 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.118$.

For the item concentration, we did not conduct an ANCOVA, since the precondition “homogeneity of regression slopes” was violated. To account for this problem, instead of an ANCOVA, we calculated a moderation analysis. Thereby we conducted a multiple linear regression analysis with the centered continuous predictor self-rated prior knowledge and the dichotomous predictors ego depletion and learning condition (which were effect coded), as well as the resulting interaction terms (cf. Aiken and West, 1991). Results revealed neither main effects for self-rated prior knowledge, $\beta = -0.01, p = 0.92$, nor for ego depletion, $\beta = -0.05, p = 0.67$, nor for learning condition, $\beta = -0.13, p = 0.22$, and also no two-way interaction between ego depletion and learning conditions, $\beta = 0.11, p = 0.28$. Moreover, there was neither an interaction between self-rated prior knowledge and ego depletion, $\beta = 0.06, p = 0.60$, nor between self-rated prior knowledge and learning condition, $\beta = -0.10, p = 0.36$. However,

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Learning condition</th>
<th>Elaborative interrogation</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Yes ($n = 26$)</td>
<td>No ($n = 23$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Control Variables</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experience with flying</td>
<td>1.69 (1.19)</td>
<td>1.48 (0.59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-rated prior knowledge</td>
<td>3.23 (1.48)</td>
<td>2.70 (1.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manipulation check</td>
<td>13.00 (3.21)</td>
<td>7.61 (3.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Students’ Subjective Ratings</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effort</td>
<td>4.46 (1.73)</td>
<td>4.74 (1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficulty</td>
<td>2.46 (1.45)</td>
<td>3.04 (1.82)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration</td>
<td>5.31 (1.26)</td>
<td>4.83 (1.37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling of success</td>
<td>4.46 (1.73)</td>
<td>4.74 (1.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Answers to elaborative interrogation</td>
<td>6.06 (0.83)</td>
<td>5.38 (1.71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Learning Outcomes</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention</td>
<td>3.74 (1.38)</td>
<td>3.32 (1.44)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer</td>
<td>7.44 (2.19)</td>
<td>7.85 (2.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning time (in seconds)</td>
<td>386.67 (142.21)</td>
<td>359.13 (175.53)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Kühl and Bertrams Ego Depletion and Elaborative Interrogation
a three-way interaction was observable. $\beta = -0.23, p = 0.04$. Given that no two-way interactions were observable, this three-way interaction was hardly interpretable. Moreover, since this three-way interaction was not in the scope of our research question, we refrain from discussing it any further. Summing up, there was no meaningful influence of experimental conditions on the item concentration.

**Answers to the Elaborative Interrogation**

For the dependent variable answers to the elaborative interrogation, only those conditions can be considered that received these prompts during learning (i.e., conditions with elaborative interrogation). We did not conduct an ANCOVA, since the precondition “homogeneity of regression slopes” was violated. To account for this problem, instead of an ANCOVA, we calculated a moderated analysis. For doing this, the SPSS-macro Process v2.16.3 was used (Hayes, 2013) with 5,000 bootstrap samples and the options “mean center for products” and “heteroscedasticity-consistent SEs.” Results with 5,000 bootstrap samples and the options “mean center for products” and “heteroscedasticity-consistent SEs.” Results with 5,000 bootstrap samples and the options “mean center for products” and “heteroscedasticity-consistent SEs.”

Concerning the factor ego depletion, the manipulation of ego depletion seemed to be successful, as indicated by the manipulation check. However, and contrary to what we supposed in Hypothesis 2, the factor ego depletion did not affect the performance of correctly answering the elaborative interrogation during learning; similarly, ego depletion did not have any impact on learning outcomes. Participants in the nondepleted and depleted conditions were also learning an equally amount of time.

**Learning Outcomes**

With respect to retention, a $2 \times 2$-ANCOVA showed no effects of ego depletion, $F(1, 91) = 0.17, p = 0.69$, and no interaction between ego depletion and learning condition, $F(1, 91) = 0.62, p = 0.43$, but a significant effect of learning condition, $F(1, 91) = 103.80, p < 0.001, \eta^2_p = 0.533$, with participants receiving elaborative interrogation clearly spending more time with the instructional material than participants in the control condition. The covariate was not significantly related to learning time, $F(1, 91) = 0.15, p = 0.70$.

**DISCUSSION**

To summarize our main results: Contrary to what we expected (Hypothesis 1a), we did not observe the assumed interaction of learning condition and ego depletion on learning outcomes. Also there was no main effect of learning condition or of ego depletion (Hypothesis 1b) on learning outcomes. Similarly, contrary to Hypotheses 3 and 4, no interaction of ego depletion and learning condition was observable for the subjective ratings of concentration, mental effort, feeling of success and difficulty.

Concerning the factor ego depletion, the manipulation of ego depletion seemed to be successful, as indicated by the manipulation check. However, and contrary to what we supposed in Hypothesis 2, the factor ego depletion did not affect the performance of correctly answering the elaborative interrogation during learning; similarly, ego depletion did not have any impact on learning outcomes. Participants in the nondepleted and depleted conditions were also learning an equally amount of time. Therefore – even though the data of the learning time have to be interpreted cautiously, since they may not be very exact – these learning time data do not speak in favor of the (post hoc) assumption that participants in the ego depletion condition may have compensated (or refreshed) by taking more time for learning, which in turn could have served as an explanation for the observed null effect. The factor ego depletion also had no influence on the subjective ratings of effort, concentration and feeling of success. It solely had an influence on the perceived difficulty of the learning content: Surprisingly, participants in the depleted conditions found learning less difficult than participants in the nondepleted conditions. This finding may be interpreted as a kind of “contrast effect” (Kahneman and Miller, 1986), in that the learning conditions were perceived as relatively easier when learners were exposed to the difficult ego depletion task beforehand, which in this case may have served as a reference norm.

With respect to the construct of ego depletion, there is a controversy whether this construct has an impact at all (cf. Carter et al., 2015; Inzlicht et al., 2015; Cunningham and Baumeister, 2016). In a recent attempt to replicate the ego depletion effect across 23 labs, a null effect emerged (Hagger et al., 2016). However, this study has been criticized for methodological

---

1 Please note that when solely conducting an ANOVA, the two main effects for ego depletion and learning conditions remain non-significant.

2 Please note that when solely conducting an ANOVA, the nonsignificant effect of ego depletion remains.
flaws (Baumeister and Vohs, 2016; Dang, 2016). Still, there are some other null findings that have been published (e.g., Singh and Göritz, 2018). In contrast, recently, two preregistered and highly powered experiments showed an effect of ego depletion (Garrison et al., 2018). Given the many studies overall that found the ego depletion effect, it is most likely that ego depletion exists but its occurrence seems to depend on moderating conditions. Therefore, we think that the search of moderators concerning ego depletion (or ego depletion as a moderator, respectively) is justified.

Concerning the current study, ego depletion did not have an impact, speaking at first glance for the skeptic view concerning the relevance of ego depletion, at least for cognitive tasks. We used an ego depletion task (writing task) that has shown in previous studies to lead to a decrease in performance in a succeeding demanding cognitive task (e.g., Schmeichel et al., 2003). Therefore, on the one hand our applied ego depletion manipulation can be considered as methodological justified with respect to our research question. On the other hand, it should be noted that in those studies where ego depletion led to a decrease in performance, the cognitive tasks mainly addressed abilities like reasoning tasks or working memory tasks. However, other than in the current study, they were not about understanding a scientific content – which to our knowledge is the first study that investigated ego depletion in learning and understanding complex cause-and-effects chains. Hence, it might be the case that ego depletion would have a significant impact on demanding learning tasks – such as learning with elaborative interrogation – when the intensity of the ego depletion task would be boosted, even though this argumentation was recently challenged (Wolff et al., 2019).

Another factor that may have diminished a potential ego depletion effect is the length of the used learning environment, which was rather short in this experiment (~300 words). It may be the case that learners might be able to work through a short environment, even when they are slightly depleted. A negative effect of ego depletion may, however, particularly become evident when the learning tasks would be boosted (i.e., a larger learning environment), so that the effect of depletion would emerge. This notion might be investigated in another study. Moreover, it may also be promising to investigate the impact of ego depletion with regard to the generative task of test-taking: While test-taking can lead to beneficial restudy choices (Little and McDaniel, 2015), good choices can be corrupted by ego depletion (e.g., Dummel and Rummel, 2016). Hence, its potential relevance for the framework of desirable difficulties should not be neglected prematurely (cf. Chen et al., 2017).

With respect to learning conditions, we found no positive effect of providing learners with elaborative interrogation compared to providing learners with text on learning outcomes. Also, learning with elaborative interrogation did not reduce overconfidence (i.e., feeling of success), nor did learners concentrate more, nor was it perceived as more difficult. However, learners stated at least to have invested more mental effort when learning with elaborative interrogation compared to the control condition. Likewise, learners spent much more time learning with elaborative interrogation than learners with the complete study material. This is unsurprising, since learners in the elaborative interrogation conditions had to type their answers, which is a time-consuming process. In this respect, one may argue that elaborative interrogation were less efficient compared to the control condition, since learners took more time by similar learning outcomes. Considering the effectiveness, there are several possible reasons for why elaborative interrogation failed to show a positive effect on learning outcomes in this study, whereas it is often reported as a successful strategy in other studies (cf. Roediger and Pyc, 2012; Dunlosky et al., 2013).

First, we used an instructional material that was not used yet in the context of elaborative interrogation, and more importantly, which was rather short. It may be the case and is an open question whether the effectiveness of elaborative interrogation will especially shine through for longer learning environments. Second, one may argue that the elaborative interrogation has been too difficult to answer. This would be problematic, since when participants would have failed to generate the missing information, they would have had an informational disadvantage compared to the participants in the control condition, who received the complete information. However, participants achieved on average above 80% of the possible score when answering elaborative interrogation. Hence, it may be rather assumed that the elaborative interrogation have not been excessively difficult. Nevertheless, it may be the case that when the success rate in answering elaborative interrogation would have been higher, they may have been more beneficial. Somewhat related, it is frequently reported that elaborative interrogation are especially beneficial for learners that already possess a relatively high amount of prior knowledge, but less for learners with rather low prior knowledge (cf. Dunlosky et al., 2013). One possible explanation for this finding may be that prior knowledge permits to adequately work with elaborative interrogation. Given that participants gave roughly 80% correct answers, it is on the one hand unlikely that the missing effect for elaborative interrogation can be solely reduced to a lack of prior knowledge (or more general learning prerequisites). On the other hand, when prior knowledge would be high enough to perfectly answer elaborative interrogation, it may be the case that their potential would completely unfold. Hence, – even though the effects of prior knowledge on answering elaborative interrogation and the relation to learning outcomes is not that straightforward (cf. Dunlosky et al., 2013) – the potential moderating role of prior knowledge might be examined in a future study by using an adequate prior knowledge test. Since the moderating role of prior knowledge was, however, not in the scope of the present study, we did not assess prior knowledge via a test, but simply by a self-report measure, which is commonly applied for this instructional material.

Third, in our knowledge test we used open-ended questions, consisting of a free-recall test (retention) and a transfer test. However, there are surprisingly few studies concerning elaborative interrogation that assessed knowledge by means of open answer formats, and even fewer studies used
measures of comprehension and transfer (e.g., McDaniel and Donnelly, 1996; Dornisch and Sperling, 2006; Dornisch et al., 2011; Roelle et al., 2015; Navratil et al., 2018). Overall, the results of these studies concerning the impact of elaborative interrogation on learning outcomes are not that positive, but rather mixed (for an overview see Dunlosky et al., 2013). It may hence be the case (from an empirical point of view) that a positive effect of elaborative interrogation is more difficult to observe when learners have to freely recall or apply their acquired knowledge. This may be worthwhile to investigate systematically in ongoing studies. Fourth, our knowledge test was assessed (almost) immediately after learning. One the one hand, it is fair to say that in most studies the knowledge test was assessed immediately after learning and that hence time of testing cannot per se explain the inconsistency between our findings and the overall positive evaluation of elaborative interrogation. On the other hand – as is pointed out in the context of desirable difficulties – the beneficial effects of conditions that lead learners to a more active engagement with the instructional material may lead to more sustainable knowledge representation that in turn may be best assessed in a delayed test (cf. Roediger and Karpicke, 2006; Bjork and Bjork, 2011; Schewe and Rummer, 2016). In connection with the abovementioned fact that we used learning outcome measures for which the benefit of elaborative interrogation is less clear, it may be the case that the potential of elaborative interrogation did not unfold in the current study, since we assessed the knowledge test subsequent after learning. Given the promising effect of elaborative interrogation in the few studies that used a delayed test (cf. Dunlosky et al., 2013), even though there are exceptions (e.g., Dornisch et al., 2011), it may be worthwhile in future studies to use a delayed knowledge test for investigating whether elaborative interrogation produces durable gains in learning (cf. Dunlosky et al., 2013).

CONCLUSION

To conclude, other than expected, we did not observe an interaction of learning condition and ego depletion on learning success. Even though the impact of ego depletion is recently questioned, we think it would be premature to deny its potential impact on the framework of desirable difficulties (cf. Chen et al., 2017). Moreover, we think that it may be a fruitful avenue for ongoing research to investigate whether learning with elaborative interrogation may especially pay off in the long run when applying learning outcome measures that address a deeper comprehension of the content.
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